“The Workforce Solutions for the Digital Age project is funded in part (62% or $1,995,673) by a grant awarded the President’s Community-Based Job Training Grants, as implemented by the U.S. Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration.”
NAMES OF THE GRANT

- **CBJT II (Community Based Job Training Grant)**
  Why CBJT II? Because we currently have a CBJT I Grant in operation (Nursing)

- **WSDA (Workforce Solutions for the Digital Age)**
1. Role of the Advisory Committee is to ensure that the implementation and sustainability components are being addresses throughout the funding period and beyond.

2. The Committee will advise the Project Manager of any concerns it may have following the quarterly reports.
FUNDED PROGRAMS
METAL FABRICATION AND WELDING

- Develop a new modular curricula/competency based assessment
- Hire Curriculum Development Professional
- Start with TFHS Welding Program w/Modules
- Take same Modules from TFHS and utilize in CSI Program and then expand the Program
LAW ENFORCEMENT

- New Training Mats
- Patrol Vehicle with all police related equipment for realistic training
- Two State of the Art Driving Simulators
Ceiling Mount Single Detector Digital Radiographic System
Table Top Computerized Radiographic System
Dry Laser Printer
Clinical PACS
Mobile Surgical C-Arm
ONLINE INSTRUCTION IN CORE COURSES

- Hire Online Instructional Designer
- Target Students for Scholarships with an Emphasis for Students in Other Listed Programs
NEW DENTAL HYGIENE PROGRAM

- Submit the Notice of Intent to State Board of Education
- Hire Personnel to Implement Program
- Select Model Program
- Bid, Select, Purchase and Install Equipment and Supplies to Run Program
SCHOLARSHIPS

$300,000

- Application
- Award Criteria & Spending Categories
- Budget for all Programs
DISSEMINATION AND REPLICATION

- Website Design and Rollout
- CSI Advisors Presentation
- Area High School Counselors Presentations
- CSI Board Presentation
- Service Organizations
- Any other ideas?
PAW (PERFORMANCE AT WORK SOFTWARE)

- Hire Data Entry Professional
- Begin Entering Data

DATA! DATA! DATA!
ANY QUESTIONS?